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In such a growing hi-tech world the web solution has achieved its own heights. As everyone wants
the solution to their problems at their door step. So the demand of attractive and easily handled site
with detailed information increases .To achieve this goal we require a web solution provider who
could understand our needs to convert our rough layout design to a full functioning website.
Managing a website as per our requirement is made a piece of cake with the help of the various
CMS solutions that are available that too free of cost. The only thing that is required, is to get a
website customized in the CMS, via various CMS conversion techniques available.

So,lets discuss some of the common conversion techniques of web solution:-

PSD to Joomla :- Joomla is one of the most popular content Management system used for
publishing blog and is very easy to manage. It helps in addition of various functionality such as
Media manager tool, Language manager, Banner manager, powerful extensibility, News-feed
Management, built-in help section, User Management Menu manager, Syndication and News-feed
Management and lots more. With the help of such tools and plugins managing a website is made
veryu easy.

PSD to Wordpress:- WordPress is another very popular Content Management System which is
particularly famous among bloggers. With a vast range of free and useful plugins and themes
available it is very easy to manage a website.

PSD to Drupal:-  Drupal is well recognised for e-Learning sites,social networking sites ,news
publishing etc. Its enormous functionality allows a user to revise and organize the content of the site
very easily. Other various uses are Community Portal sites,Business Community Sites , Corporate
websites,E-commerce sites, International Sites.

Some of the recognized sites which are made using Drupal are:

â€¢	www.whitehouse.gov

â€¢	duke.edu

â€¢	caltech.edu

â€¢	fastcompany.com

â€¢	rutgers.edu

â€¢	www.911memorial.org

PSD to Magento:- The goal of Magento Conversion is to form sound online store from PSD files. It
plays an important role in documentation and survey, payment method, browsing, website
management and promote marketing  etc. We can customize templates which seems to be their
original design within the prescribed area  of the base product functionality with the help of Magento.
This is available with reasonable cost. It makes the job much easier and flexible.

One of many reasons to use a Content Management System is the security features of any CMS,
which varies from one to another. That means along with providing a easy management solution it
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helps us to make our data more secure. Moreover, the sites are made in comparatively very less
period of time. SO if you are thinking of getting a website for yourself, just analyze your
requirements to choose your CMS.
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